


METAPHYSICS –
A study of the Ultimate Reality beyond 
the physical realm which asks questions: 
What is the nature of Being and of the 
Spiritual Universe? In Unity we study the 
Realities that are True concerning the 
inner life of every human being. We ask 
such questions as: What is the nature of 
God and humankind and what is the 
relationship between the two?

Paul Hasselbeck – Heart-Centered Metaphysics



H. Emilie Cady – 1848 - 1941



God is Spirit or the creative energy that 
is the cause of all visible things; the 
invisible life and intelligence underlying 
all physical things. There could be no 
body, or visible part, to anything unless 
there were first Spirit as creative cause.

Emilie Cady – Lessons In Truth

“Do I not fill heaven and earth?” 
declares the Lord. Jer. 23.24



Hell is not a physical place but the state 
of those who freely and definitively 
separate themselves from God. 

Pope John Paul II



The science of Truth is God thinking out 
creation. God is omnipresent Mind 
enfolding and interpenetrating all things. 
God must be in the Universe as every-
where-intelligent power; otherwise it 
would fall to pieces.

Charles Fillmore



God lives within every created thing as 
the life, the ever-renewed, re-creating, 
upbuilding cause of it.

Emilie Cady – Lessons In Truth



GOD IS…
Spirit
Intelligence
Substance
Power
Life
Love

HUMANS
…EXIST

Stand forth out 
of God



Our path doesn’t take us to God. It is a 
path God is taking to experience Itself.

Rev. Ed Townley



Spirit of Truth is lying latent within every 
human being only waiting to be led forth.

Emilie Cady – Lessons In Truth



The more God comes into visibility through a person, 
the more individualized he becomes. Remember, 
God is wisdom, intelligence, love, power. The more 
pronounced the manner in which any of these 
qualities comes forth into visibility through 
humankind, the greater our individuality.

Emilie Cady – Lessons In Truth

There is no limit to the Source of our being, nor to 
His willingness to manifest more of Himself through 
us. The only limit is in our knowledge of how to draw 
from the fountain.

Emilie Cady – Lessons In Truth



Divine INTELLIGENCE

Whatever I need to
know is revealed.



Divine SUBSTANCE

Whatever I need comes to 
me from the fullness of 

infinite Substance.



Divine POWER & LIFE

I am renewed through the 
flow of eternal Life.



Divine LOVE

Divine Love works for Good 
when love works 

through me.



The only Power 
working in my life 
is the goodness 

of God.
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